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SAMPLE SCENE ONE

PAGE ONE - (5 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

From the interior of a darkened office.  We are looking at the
frosted pane of glass on the front door.  Backwards letters spell
out "Harry D'Amour Private Investigator Licensed Bonded."  The
outline of a man's shadow falls on the glass.

NO TEXT

PANEL TWO

The door swings open, his keys dangling in the lock.  The man's
other hand covers his nose.  Still fairly dim inside, just light
from the hallway casting some additional illumination.  Maybe the
reveal of dark streaks near the bottom of the door.

HARRY: Ugh.  What's that smell?

PANEL THREE

HARRY D'AMOUR reaches over and flicks on a light switch, his other
hand still covering his nose.  Disgust registers on his unshaven
face as he looks down.  His eyes are tired from too much bourbon
and not enough sleep. A floppy tie hangs around his neck, untied,
his shirt unbuttoned at the collar.  A hint of shoulder holster
inside his blazer.

HARRY: Dog shit.  Great.

PANEL FOUR

Harry gives wide berth to the dark stains on his floor as he closes
the door.  More of the same dark material is stuck to the inside
of the door just below the mail slot.  And, unfortunately, on
delivered mail.

HARRY: (CAP) No doubt from another satisfied
customer.  Well, the husband of
a satisfied customer, anyway.
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PAGE ONE - CONT'D

PANEL FIVE

The office is what you would expect from an old-school gumshoe:
dented file cabinets, a simple desk with a couple chairs for
potential clients, a door leading to the bathroom, another door
for a supply closet or whatnot, a bookcase with the requisite
volumes to reassure customers he actually knows what he's doing,
along with the certificates hanging crookedly on the wall.  Closed
wooden blinds keep the too bright sun out.  A small table with a
crusty coffee maker.

His desk is littered with papers.  There's a phone that begins to
ring. Harry has removed his jacket and is hanging it on a coat
tree.  He looks to the phone as he does so.

SFX (phone): Brnnnng brnnnnng

HARRY: (CAP) I could clean up the dog shit,
or I could answer the phone and
maybe keep my electricity from
being turned off.
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PAGE TWO - (5 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

Harry answers the phone.

HARRY: D'Amour Investigation Services.

WOMAN'S VOICE
(phone): I... I need your help, Mr.

D'Amour.  Very badly.

HARRY: (CAP) A desperate woman means a
paycheck.  And possibly more
dogshit.

PANEL TWO

Harry walks over to the coffee maker and pours himself a cup.

HARRY: I'm busy on several cases at
the moment.  Maybe you could
come to the office?

WOMAN'S VOICE
(phone): I can't leave the house.  I'll

explain everything if you come
right away.

PANEL THREE

Harry takes a drink of the coffee, makes a face.

HARRY: I don't make housecalls before
I take a case, Miss.  But I'm
sure you can find an investigator--
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PAGE TWO - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Close up of a woman's sensual red lips a she speaks into a phone
receiver.

WOMAN: I can't go to just anybody.  I
read about you.  About what
happened in Brooklyn.

PANEL FIVE

Harry has put the coffee down, his head is downcast and he braces
himself against his desk with his arm.

HARRY: (CAP) Wyckoff Street.  Jesus Christ. 
Why did she have to bring that
up?

WOMAN'S VOICE
(phone): Mr. D'Amour?
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PAGE THREE - (5 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

FLASHBACK. Cut to a dimly lit staircase.  Harry stands frozen at
the foot. Body parts litter the stairs, and blood oozes down. 
Intestines festoon the balustrade. A door at the top is slightly
ajar, sickly light emanating.  A guttural voice speaks from behind
the door.  [LETTERER: A font that conveys an otherwordly, guttural
voice]

HARRY: (CAP) Mimi Lomax's husband wanted me
to find out who she was cheating
on him with.

VOICE: I am you... and you are love...
and that’s what makes the world
go round.  Hee hee hee!

PANEL TWO

Back in the present, Harry's office.  A desk drawer is open and
Harry is pouring bourbon into his coffee mug.

HARRY: (CAP) I found out there are things in
this world I don't ever want to
see again.

HARRY: I don't like to talk about
Brooklyn.

WOMAN'S VOICE
(phone): Forgive me.  But I need someone

who has experience...with the
occult.

PANEL THREE

Back to the woman, facing us, but only visible from her mouth
down.  She cradles the phone to her lips with both hands speaking
through trembling lips.  (If we see any hint of clothing, please
make it mourning black.)

WOMAN: 
(whisper)

I need you.
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PAGE THREE - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Harry studies the contents of his coffee mug, on the cusp of making
a decision he'll regret.

HARRY: (CAP) She's scared.  You can hear it
in her voice. 

PANEL FIVE

Harry downs the contents of the mug.

HARRY: All right.  Give me the address.
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PAGE FOUR - (4 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

Harry has exited his office and now stands in the hall outside of
it, putting on his jacket.  He spots the building janitor, CHAPLIN,
mopping nearby.  He's an older Caucasian fellow in a blue jumpsuit,
his white hair almost gone.

HARRY: Hey Chaplin, can you do me a
favor?

CHAPLIN: Lemme guess--dogshit again? 

HARRY: What can I say? I'm a popular
guy.

PANEL TWO

Harry straightens his tie as he walks away from Chaplin, who makes
for Harry's office door.

CHAPLIN: I just hope I don't end up
mopping up your brains someday.

HARRY: That'll be the smallest mess
you've ever cleaned.

PANEL THREE

Harry knocks on the door of a pristine brownstone.

HARRY: (CAP) The fancy brownstones on East
61st all had one thing in common:
Money.  And more than their
share of secrets, too.
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PAGE FOUR - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

The door opens to reveal a thin face, skeptical and disapproving. 
The man, VALENTIN, is smartly dressed in a crisp suit.

HARRY: (CAP) I'm often paid to find the
secrets behind those doors. I
wonder what secret waits behind
this one?

VALENTIN: Yes?

HARRY: I'm Harry D'Amour.  I got a
call.  

END SAMPLE SCENE ONE
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SAMPLE SCENE TWO

PAGE ONE - (7 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

Harry is at a bar, well after one in the morning.  He drinks to
forget what he's been through this day.

HARRY: (CAP) A beautiful woman can make a
man forget a lot of things.

PANEL TWO

Harry exits the bar, still steady on his feet, runs a hand through
his hair.

HARRY: (CAP) But there's not enough booze in
the world to forget a woman. 

PANEL THREE

Harry walks down the street, head down, hands in pockets, mopey.

HARRY: (CAP) Dorothea made me forget a lot
of things.  Like how forgettable
I am. 

PANEL FOUR

Close in Harry.  His eyes are off to one side as he registers
that he's being followed.  A figure keeps to shadows behind him,
further down the sidewalk.

HARRY: (CAP) My bruised ego will have to
wait.  I've got other things to
worry about.

PANEL FIVE

Harry flattens against a wall just around a corner, near a
streetlight.  He rubs his knuckles against the palm of his other
hand.  The shadow approaches, oblivious.

HARRY: (CAP) All right, asshole.  Let's get
a good look at your face before
I ruin it.
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PAGE ONE - CONT'D

PANEL SIX

Harry grabs the man by his shirt and cocks his arm for to punch. 
It's Valentin.

HARRY: Valentin?!

VALENTIN: D'Amour! I thought that was
you!  Thank God you're all right.

PANEL SEVEN

Harry pushes Valentin against the wall, lifting his heels off the
ground.  Valentin has his hands up in supplication.

HARRY: No thanks to you.  What the
hell did you put in my drink?

VALENTIN: Nothing! Why would I do that?
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PAGE TWO - (6 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

Harry's not sure what to think yet, doesn't quite loosen his grip.

HARRY: I ended up on the floor with
crazy dreams.  Butterfield said
you poisoned me.

VALENTIN: Whatever you dreamt, Butterfield
put in your head.  I should
have warned you about him. 
When I heard he was in the house,
I panicked.  

VALENTIN: I knew if I didn't get out right
then, he would kill me.

PANEL TWO

Harry relaxes his grip slightly, still skeptical.  Valentin looks
desperate and puts his hands on Harry's shoulders.

VALENTIN: Did Butterfield go upstairs?

HARR: Yeah.  Why?

VALENTIN: Did he approach the casket?

HARRY: No.  

PANEL THREE

Valentin strokes his chin, looks away thoughtfully.  Harry is
just perplexed and has let go of the man's shirt.

VALENTIN: Good.  The defenses are holding,
but they won't last much longer. 
I told Swann he was getting
careless, he should never have
done that show.  He knew they
were coming for him.

HARRY: Valentin, what the hell are you
talking about?  You're not making
any sense.
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PAGE TWO - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Valentin throws up his hands.  Harry is equally exasperated.

VALENTIN: Swann's killers are not going
to let him rest in peace!  Not
now, not ever! We have to save
him, D'Amour.

HARRY: Swann is dead!  He's past saving.

HARRY: (CAP) Then why do I have goosebumps? 
I don't want to get involved in
another Wyckoff Street.  I want
the world to go back to insurance
scammers and missing persons. 

PANEL FIVE

Valentin gives Harry a calm, serious look.  Harry is still not
believing the words coming out of the man's mouth.

VALENTIN: Dead, yes.  Past saving?  No. 
We don't know how many of them
there are yet.  They may have
only sent Butterfield, but I
doubt it.

HARRY: You make it sound like
Butterfield is with the Mafia
or something.  He's just a
lawyer.
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PAGE TWO - CONT'D

PANEL SIX

Valentin holds out a folded piece of paper, but Harry doesn't
take it.

VALENTIN: We should be so lucky.  

VALENTIN: Here's the name and address of
the woman who was with Swann
when he was killed. The police
don't know about her, and she
never came forward. 
I helped arrange his liasons,
so that none ever embarrassed
him.  Perhaps if you talk to
her--
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PAGE THREE - (4 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

Harry puts his hands up in protest.  But Valentin's eyes are on
something distant in the night sky.  Their hair begins to ruffle
with a light breeze.

HARRY: Whoa whoa whoa.  I did my job,
got paid, I'm done.  I don't
want any...

HARRY: What now?

VALENTIN: God help us...

PANEL TWO

Both Harry and Valentin look off into the distance now, down the
city streets.  Valentin has taken a couple steps back as if to
get a head start on fleeing.  At the far end, street lights, signs
and all methods of artificial illumination are snuffed out,
vehicles lurch to a stop.

HARRY: (CAP) There's a sound like dying
bagpipes.  I can't even describe
the stench burning my nostrils.

VALENTIN: Do you pray, D'Amour?

HARRY: I haven't prayed in twenty years.

PANEL THREE

The rolling blackout moves closer.  Inky tendrils, like those of
a man o' war, emerge from a shapeless mass in the sky, just ahead
of the fading lights.  The wind picks up, whipping bits of trash
violently about.

HARRY: (CAP) The bagpipes are louder, angrier. 
And the smell makes my eyes
water.  Both make me want to
vomit.
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PAGE THREE - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Harry is frozen to the spot as the shadow passes overhead, his
hand over his mouth, eyes moist with tears.  His hair is mussed
by the increased wind.  Valentin flees in the background, his
terrified eyes looking over his shoulder at the approaching thing.

VALENTIN: I suggest you quickly recall
how, then. 

HARRY: (CAP) I try, but I can't remember the
words.  I can't even remember
how to move my legs or use my
voice. 
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PAGE FOUR - (4 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

The thing has passed right over Harry, Valentin its obvious target. 
Harry can still see the man, illuminated by the lights still
surviving.

HARRY: (CAP) I can only remember fear; the
same fear I felt when I finally
saw Mimi Lomax's lover.

PANEL TWO

Flashback.  Back to the stairway scene.  Harry has one hand on
the partially open door, about to open it.  There's dried blood
on his fingers.  A queasy, light fills the gap.  There's maybe a
glimpse of bed in the background.  A woman's face stares at Harry
from somewhere near the bed.  The same guttural voice from earlier
comes from somewhere in the room.

VOICE: I am you and you are love...
and that’s what makes the
world...go round.

PANEL THREE

The darkness envelops Valentin and any remaining lights.  Harry
can only look on, helpless.  Mute and frozen

VALENTIN: Oh god!  Harry--!
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PAGE FOUR - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Flashback.  Harry has pushed the door open and stands in the
doorway facing us.  His face looks like it wants to crumble, his
body sways.  The greasy light washes over him.  We only get to
see a portion of what we assume is Mimi's lover in the foreground,
corner panel right: skin like "embers in a gusty wind" -- Barker's
description.  I imagine flaccid, ashen flesh hanging from its
bones, dead skin flaking off like a shedding gargoyle, and floating
in the air like dust particles caught in a beam of light.  Yellowed
talons on its bony hands and feet, caked with all sorts of bodily
matter.  The rest is a macabre tableau as might be imagined by de
Sade; a day from one of the 120 Days of Sodom. The head of the
woman that was staring at Harry isn't attached to her body. Neither
are several other body parts decorating the room.  Though another
body, male is impaled through its anus on a bedpost, the end of
the post emerging through its mouth.  Shit and blood are smeared
everywhere.  The stain of handprints and streaks from clawing
fingers mark the walls. 

HARRY: (CAP) The smell in that room... Shit,
blood and sex.  Smells that
don't belong together.

HARRY: (CAP) And that goddamn singsong voice,
like gargling broken glass. 
Over and over and over...

VOICE: I...am you, and you...are love. 
And that’s what makes the world
go round.
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PAGE FIVE - (5 PANELS)

PANEL ONE

All the city lights are back on.  The spot where Harry last saw
Valentin is empty.  He makes his way in that direction on unsure
legs.  Some people have ventured out now that the lights are back
on and mill about curiously.

HARRY: (CAP) The lights bring me back to
reality.  My body is numb, like
waking from a nightmare that
you aren't sure you're free of. 

HARRY: (CAP) Valentin is nowhere to be seen.

HARRY: C'mon, man, move.  Move!

PANEL TWO

Harry, still a bit unsteady, looks down on a bilious puddle a
couple feet wide.  Within the fluid are shreds of Valentin's
clothing and possibly flesh, along with the note he tried to give
Harry.

HARRY: (CAP) The bagpipes have stopped, the
rotting smell slowly leaving my
nostrils.

HARRY: (CAP) My legs finally take me where I
last saw Valentin.

PANEL THREE

Harry has knelt and plucked the note from the muck, making a
distasteful face.

HARRY: (CAP) So Barbara Bernstein was the
last person to see Swann alive.

HARRY: (CAP) A smart man would throw this
away and walk to the nearest
bar.
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PAGE FIVE - CONT'D

PANEL FOUR

Harry stuffs the note in his pocket and looks down the street as
the city around him starts returning to normal.

HARRY: (CAP) A smart man would have left
this business after what went
down on Wyckoff Street and joined
a monastery.

PANEL FIVE

Harry hails a passing taxi cab.

HARRY
(yelling):

Taxi!

HARRY: (CAP) But my gut tells me that if I
don't do something, crazy shit
will just keep coming at me
until I'm dead or insane.

END SAMPLE SCENE TWO
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